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Section S4. Microscopy images of 20-nm a-SAO/STO sample with different tair
The surface of a-SAO/STO is uniform just after growth ( fig. S4a) . The a-SAO is gradually dissolved by exposing the sample in ambient condition ( fig. S4b-e) . Eventually, the a-SAO can be removed completely ( fig. S4f) . 
Section S5. Electrical transport properties of 4-nm a-SAO/STO with different tair
The temperature dependence of nS and H measured at different tair are summarized in fig.   S5 . As tair increasing, nS is depleted which is ascribed to the removal of oxygen vacancies. H is gradually enhanced due to the redistribution of oxygen vacancies. As the oxygen vacancies are refilled, both the defect scattering by oxygen vacancies and electron-electron interactions become smaller, resulting in the enhancement of H. In addition, both the sheet conductance (see Fig. 2c of main text) and carrier density (fig. S10b,c) are comparable by repeated using the same STO substrate. Therefore, as stated in the main text, STO substrate is recyclable and can be repeatably used to create 2DEG by depositing and dissolving the a-SAO. However, in the current study, the oxygen vacancies in STO surface layer are instantly refilled at room temperature by adding one drop of water onto a-SAO/STO (see Fig. 2 of main text). Moreover, as describe in the main text, we find that the RS(300 K) of the 4 nm a-SAO/STO heterointerface is almost constant after a storage of 12 h in both 1 atm pure O2 and 1 atm pure N2 at room temperature, while by sealing the heterointerface in 1 atm N2 environment, an abrupt MIT occurs only when a drop of DI water was added onto the surface. Therefore, the source of oxygen to fill the oxygen vacancy is most probably from H2O not O2 in the air.
In principle, there are two specific chemical reactions to refill oxygen vacancy by water (25-29)
The equations are expressed in Kröger-Vink notation, where
oxygen vacancy, a lattice oxygen, and hydroxide ions occupying oxygen sites at STO surface layer, respectively. However, the water splitting reaction in Equation (2) typically takes place at high temperature, which is at least above 400 o C (25). Therefore, it is reasonable to propose that Equation (1) is the most probable chemical reactions, because our experiment was conducted at room temperature. Water is adsorbed on the STO surface and dissociated by the oxygen vacancies and oxygen vacancy is most probably refill by H2O via hydroxide ion, instead of O2.
As stated in one of the latest literatures (25), we also admit that the mechanisms are still not well understood and remain controversial, though extensive studies have been devoted to investigate the complex electrochemical reactions between oxygen vacancies at the surface layer of complex oxides and adsorptions, such as H2O and O2. Therefore, in order to unravel the exact mechanism, more efforts are still needed in future studies.
